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Social Media, Social Control, and the Politics of Public Shaming
JENNIFER FORESTAL Loyola University Chicago, United States

While there is disagreement over the value of public shaming, scholars largely agree that social
media introduce pathologies. But while scholars rightly identify the effects of online public
shaming (OPS), they misidentify the cause. Rather than solely a problem of scale, OPS’s effects

are also shaped by the network structure within which they take place. In this article, I argue that the social
conditions necessary for productive public shaming are more likely to obtain in a closed social network
structure. Using the cases of Twitter, Wikipedia, and Reddit, I show how the design of social media
platforms facilitates different network structures among users, with differing results for OPS. In evaluating
OPS byway of network structure, I argue, we can not only better understandwhyOPSworks productively
in some cases and not in others, but also derive lessons for how to deploy, discuss, and respond to it more
effectively.

I n September 2012, european_douchebag posted a
photo to r/funny of a Sikh woman with untrimmed
facial hair. R/funny is a large community on the

social media platform Reddit—at the time, it had over
2.5 million members and european_douchebag’s orig-
inal thread garnered over 1,500 comments.While many
of the responses were relatively derogatory to start, the
tone of the conversation soon shifted; commenters
began to shame european_douchebag for making fun
of the woman pictured. Later, the photo’s subject
responded directly to the post, bringing national media
attention to the incident (The Huffington Post 2012).
Five days after that, european_douchebag deleted his
account. Echoing the sentiments of other subjects of
high-profile online public shaming (OPS), european_-
douchebag highlighted the vitriol and relentlessness of
responses to his relatively low-stakes norm violation:
“Being constantly reminded of a stupid post I made is
kinda awful,” he wrote. “And all the people telling me I
should kill myself and that im (sic) a terrible person is
pretty bad too… I’m just a normal dude who made a
dumbmistake that has led to a viral internet sensation”
(european_douchebag 2012b).
European_douchebag is not unique in his experience

of public shaming. “Thanks to the internet,” as come-
dian John Oliver put it in 2019, public shaming has
become “one of America’s favorite past times” (The
Guardian 2019). And while some argue that OPS can
be an effective tool for accountability (Berndt Rasmus-
sen and Yaouzis 2020; Skoric et al. 2010; Wall and
Williams 2007)—one often wielded by the relatively
powerless who are otherwise largely locked out of
public discourse (Clark 2020)—the majority of scholars

and journalists tend to agree that OPS is “widespread,
dangerous, and continually increasing” (Muir, Roberts,
and Sheridan 2021, 2–5).

Specific criticisms of OPS vary. Some point to the
ways that OPS often involves serious infringements on
the privacy and dignity of its targets (Cheung 2014;
Laidlaw 2017). Others argue that it turns average users
into “Harmless Torturers” who can “easily swarm the
weak” (Bloom and Jordan 2018). As a result, some
argue, OPS creates an “online hate storm” that
destroys lives and reputations (Daly 2015) and leaves
targets with “permanent digital baggage” (Solove 2008,
93). Often, as in european_douchebag’s case, OPS is
understood to be a disproportionate response to social
norm violations—one that lacks due process for the
shamed and accountability for the shamers (Billingham
and Parr 2020b). Taken together, as Aitchinson and
Meckled-Garcia (2021, 3) conclude, it seems clear that
OPS is a “moral wrong and social ill.”

Some of the critiques of OPS—for example, that it is
a “failure of fundamental respect” (Aitchinson and
Meckled-Garcia 2021, 15)—echo longstanding criti-
cisms of public shaming, more generally (seeNussbaum
2004). But, as scholars like Harrison Frye (2022) per-
suasively argue, there are also unique challenges to
public shaming in digital environments—like the
unprecedented scale introduced by social media. By
“increasing the number of individuals who can act in
the name of enforcing a norm,” argues Frye, social
media incentivize certain pathologies of norm enforce-
ment “including disproportionate treatment, increased
error, and alienation” (193). The “inexpensive, anony-
mous, instant, and easily accessible communication
technology” of the internet, as Klonick (2019) puts it,
“has removed natural limits on shaming” (1032). Social
media’smassive scale, these scholars argue,makesOPS
more likely to be pathological than productive—an
experience of harassment, domination, and alienation
instead of a form of integrative social accountability.

But while this may be true in some cases, attributing
the pathologies of OPS to scale alone risks overlooking
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other important factors at play. In european_douche-
bag’s case, for example, though the shaming ultimately
developed these pathologies, it did not beginwith them.
In fact, one day prior to deleting his account, eur-
opean_douchebag had apologized “to the Sikhs, [the
woman pictured], and anyone else I offended,”
acknowledging that his original post “was an incredibly
rude, judgmental, and ignorant thing to post” (eur-
opean_douchebag 2012a). This apology was largely
accepted by the r/funny community, as posters noted
it was “cool” that european_douchebag had admitted
his mistake and thanked him for apologizing. And it
seems that he did accept responsibility—and attempt to
atone—for his original norm violation. In explaining his
decision to delete his account, european_douchebag
acknowledged the corrective effective of the shaming:
“This whole ordeal has definitely impacted my life for
the better,” he began, before closing by insisting that he
was “glad so much positive stuff came from a negative
post. Seriously” (european_douchebag 2012b).
European_douchebag’s experience with OPS thus
challenges how scholars commonly understand the
practice. Before his shaming turned pathological,
before he was harassed off Reddit, it seems european_-
douchebag’s public shaming was productive—it not
only reinforced r/funny’s norms around appropriate
posting, but also induced european_douchebag to ree-
valuate and change his behavior, bringing it in line with
r/funny’s expectations. How can we explain this seem-
ing contradiction?
Some, like Jacquet (2015), have suggested ways that

differences in context can contribute toOPS’s success or
failure. There are, after all, examples—like Green-
peace’s sustainable supermarkets rankings—where
large-scale public shaming is not just productive but also
perhaps the only option for accountability in the face of
little legal recourse. Thus, it seems that large-scale OPS
need not always result in the pathologies scholars like
Frye and Klonick warn of. Indeed, as Jacquet argues,
there may be several factors—like the kind of norm
violation and the frequency with which shaming is
used—that might contribute to “highly effective” sham-
ings, even in large-scale online environments.
In this article, I propose an additional variable to

consider when evaluating the efficacy of OPS. Along-
side factors like scale, substance, and frequency, I
argue, the network structure of OPS—meaning the
pattern of relationships between those involved—also
contributes to rendering these informal sanctioning
practices productive or pathological. Instead of tracing
the limitations of OPS to a “mob mentality” cultivated
solely by social media’s mass scale, I focus on the
interpersonal contexts within which OPS occurs and
the ways that certain social media platforms facilitate
network structures more conducive to productive OPS.
In evaluatingOPS byway of network structure, I argue,
we can not only better understand why OPS works
productively in some cases and not in others, but also
derive lessons for how to deploy, discuss, and respond
to it more effectively.
Whereas scale highlights the number of people

involved in any given social network, structure

emphasizes the relationships between the members
involved in it. While network structure can be charac-
terized in several ways, in this article I highlight the
importance of network transitivity, or interconnected-
ness: specifically, the difference between open and
closed network structures.1 In closed networks, individ-
uals havemore shared connections with one another. In
open networks, by contrast, there are fewer connec-
tions between individuals. And while scale can cer-
tainly influence structure—since smaller networks are
more likely to be more highly transitive, or intercon-
nected—they are conceptually distinct. Institutions,
like membership organizations or states, can help to
close large-scale networks (Coleman 1993), as can
certain elements of the built environment (Forestal
2022). So while scale can have the deleterious effects
on public shaming that scholars describe, it need not
have to; as I will suggest, there are certain design
elements that online platforms might employ to miti-
gate some pathologies of scale, while potentially retain-
ing OPS as a productive social sanctioning practice.

In what follows, I argue that productive shaming is
more likely to occur within a closed network structure.
While empirical scholars have identified three social
conditions necessary for public shaming to operate
productively as a mechanism of social control—the
(1) recognition of the shamer’s authority to sanction
shared norms, (2) presence of reputational consider-
ations for the shamed, and (3) possibility that the
shamed will be reintegrated into the community, post-
shaming—they have not yet explored the ways that
closed networks help to facilitate these conditions.

After first outlining the relationship between closed
networks and productive shaming, I then use this con-
ceptual framework to show how social media platforms
like Twitter and Wikipedia facilitate different network
structures among users, with different results for OPS.
Twitter, with its open social network structure, leads
OPS on the platform to often devolve into pathological
“piling on.” Wikipedia, by contrast, facilitates a closed
network that makes it easier to deploy OPS techniques
without these pathologies. I conclude by returning to
the example of european_douchebag and Reddit to
show how using the analytic lens of network structure
can help us better understand the conditions under
which OPS can remain productive and identify more
effective strategies to mitigate its pathologies.

NETWORK STRUCTURE, SHAME, AND
SOCIAL CONTROL

Democracy requires social norms. A shared set of
norms—like reciprocity, cooperation, and conflict res-
olution—provide conditions under which citizens can
work together to hold one another accountable and
engage in the democratic practices of collective

1 Network transitivity is closely related to network density, but these
are not the only elements of network structure that might shape
OPS’s efficacy; I take this up in the conclusion.
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problem-solving (Van Schoelandt 2018). But in order
for social norms to serve this function, they must be
enforced (Ellickson 1994). Indeed, it is only through
enforcement—whether positive or negative—that
norms gain their power. In modern mass democracies,
this enforcement is often the responsibility of formal
institutions, like the police. Yet unlike with laws, and
the formal actors who enforce them, many other dem-
ocratic norms are informal (e.g., Blajer de la Garza
2019); in these cases, sanctioning is likewise conducted
informally—by citizens on other citizens.
Informal social sanctions can take many forms,

including public shaming. As “a practice of public
moral criticism in response to violations of social
norms” (Billingham and Parr 2020a, 997), the goal of
public shaming is twofold. First, public shaming “moti-
vates individuals to accept responsibility and take
reparative action in the wake of” violating social norms
(Tangney, Stuewig, and Mashek 2007, 355); it also
deters future norm violations by others (Finnemore
and Hollis 2020; Krain 2012). Productive public sham-
ing, then, consists in reinforcing the norm in question
on both an individual and collective level. By facilitat-
ing a critical self-awareness through which one comes
to evaluate their actions through the eyes of their
co-citizens (Rawls 1971), public shaming can be a
powerful motivator for individuals to acknowledge
their norm violation and correct their behavior. And
because it consists of citizens holding one another to
account, even—and especially—in cases where there is
no recourse to formal authority (Etzioni 2001), this
horizontal sanctioning can be a salient reminder to
the community of the importance of shared norms
and the expectation that violations will be sanctioned.
Indeed, as Tarnopolsky (2010) points out, there is a
long tradition of democratic communities turning to
public shaming as a valuable, though informal, mecha-
nism for expressing and enforcing the shared social
norms grounding collective life.
That public shaming works as an effective method of

social control is evident from empirical research.
Scholars have found that aversion to shame is a pow-
erful motivator for contributing to public goods (Kropf
and Knack 2003; Samek and Sheremeta 2014). Like-
wise, there is compelling evidence that social pressures
—including the threat of sanctions like public shaming
—effectively induce people to engage in pro-social
behaviors like political participation (Knack 1992;
Panagopoulos 2010) even when those pressures are
mediated by social media platforms like Facebook
(Bond et al. 2012).
But not all agree that public shaming—however

effective—is desirable.2 Critics of public shaming con-
tend that the practice is inadequate for its intended
purpose (Locke 2016). Some argue that it is an

undesirable form of mob rule (Whitman 1998), while
others note that the practice is largely unreliable, as
public shaming campaigns can often “misfire”—target-
ing innocent bystanders rather than focusing attention
on the offender alone (Posner 2000). Ultimately, goes
this line of thinking, public shaming is an “assault on
human dignity” (Nussbaum 2004, 4) wholly at odds
with the principle of equal respect that grounds demo-
cratic society (Markel 2001). And, indeed, the fragility
of public shaming’s pro-social effects is evident in
empirical research. In certain social contexts, public
shaming can backfire; rather than mobilize feelings of
recognition and repair, it can lead to disengagement
that drives bad behavior “underground” (Murphy and
Kiffin-Petersen 2017).

In parsing these different outcomes, scholars have
identified several conditions necessary for public sham-
ing to be a productive mechanism of social sanction—
meaning one which facilitates both pro-social behav-
ioral changes and norm reinforcement. There must be
(1) recognition, from all involved, of the shamer’s
authority to sanction the shamed for violating shared
norms. In addition, (2) the reputational considerations
of shaming must be salient for the target of shaming.
Finally, there must exist (3) the possibility that the
shamed will be reintegrated into the community, post-
shaming. These three elements of the social context are
important considerations in determining public sham-
ing’s efficacy. But while scholars have largely discussed
these social conditions separately, in this section, I
argue that they are more likely to obtain when there
exists a certain social network structure between par-
ticipants. In particular, I argue that public shaming is
more likely to be productive within what the sociologist
James Coleman calls a closed “social structure,” or
network.

Closure, in Coleman’s understanding, refers to “the
frequency of communication between two actors for
whom another actor’s action has externalities in the
same direction” (Coleman 1990a, 285). The more con-
nections, and lines of communication, there are among
members of a group, the more closed the network is—
the fewer connections, the more open. Figure 1a (from
Coleman 1988) is an open network; while B and C are
both affected by A’s actions, there is no connection
(or communication) between them. As a result, they
will find it difficult to coordinate with one another to
sanction A for her actions. In Figure 1b, by contrast, B
and C have an existing relationship and thus a way to
communicate with one another; sanctioning is much
easier, and therefore more likely, because of this closed
network structure. The “closure of the social structure”
(Coleman 1988, 105–6) thus contributes to social sanc-
tioning—like public shaming—serving as a productive
form of social control.

Consider the difference between a neighborhood
with frequent block parties and an active list-serv and
a neighborhood without these institutions. Within the
former, neighbors aremore likely to know one another;
there are multiple opportunities for them to interact
and communicate. Information regarding one neigh-
bor’s misbehavior will therefore likely spread more

2 The question of shaming’s normative value falls beyond the scope of
this article. Here, I focus on the efficacy of public shaming—the
conditions under which it works productively to sanction social norm
violations. My argument for doing so is pragmatic: even if shaming is
normatively unproblematic as a model of social sanction if it fails to
work we should refrain from using it as such.
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quickly among the others. By contrast, within the latter
neighborhood, the network structure is more open;
while individual neighbors might have ties to one
another, it is not necessarily the case that one’s ties will
overlap with others’—there are likely fewer shared
connections within the larger group. It is in the kind
of closed network structure that characterizes the for-
mer neighborhood, then, that we would expect sanc-
tions like public shaming to be more effective. And this
is because, as I show below, the higher transitivity of a
closed network helps to facilitate the social conditions
that productive public shaming requires.

Shared Norms and Authority to Sanction

As a set of informal rules guiding appropriate modes of
behavior, social norms “constitute an important com-
ponent of stable society’s self-governing mechanism”

(Coleman 1990a, 242). Because we live with other
people, the consequences of our actions are often felt
by others. Norms arise when a group of people recog-
nize that they have a shared interest in managing those
consequences; they are a method of social control. But
for norms to serve this stabilizing function, everyone
involved must, first, share the expectation that those
norms exist and are sanctionable (Bicchieri 2016).
There must also be “consensus that the right to control
an action is held by persons other than the actor”
(Coleman 1990a, 243). For public shaming to work as
a method of social control, it requires recognition—by
the target of shaming and those observing—that the
shamers have the authority to sanction the actions of
the shamed based on a set of shared norms. Only when
shamers have the recognized authority to sanction
norm violations on behalf of the community can public
shaming serve as amechanism of social control (Adkins
2019).
A closed network structure can help members agree

on both what those shared norms are and others’ right
to sanction violations of them.3Within closed networks,

members are more likely to understand and experience
the (often unintended) consequences of their own, and
others’, actions; as a result, they are more likely to
develop the expectations that norms are required to
control those actions. And by facilitating a sense of the
need for social norms to control behavior, a closed
network also facilitates recognition that those norms
must be enforced. Within a closed network, people are
more likely to see themselves as members of a commu-
nity, develop a vested interest in managing it, and exert
social control to do so.

Reputational Considerations

In addition to recognizing the shamer’s authority to
sanction violations of shared norms, effective public
shaming also requires the presence of reputational
considerations on the part of the shamed. Since public
shaming is a “reputational punishment” (Aitchinson
and Meckled-Garcia 2021, 2)—the force of which is
found in its ability to diminish one’s standing within a
community rather than material penalties—targets of
shamingmust care about their reputation if the shaming
is to have a corrective effect. Indeed, we can imagine a
scenario where a norm violator knows about a norm,
and perhaps even recognizes others’ right to sanction
violations of it, but remains impervious to the threat of
punishment because they simply do not care.

While there are individual characteristics that play a
role, the reputational considerations at stake in effec-
tive sanctioning are also influenced by the wider social
networks in which individuals are embedded.
“Reputation,” Coleman (1988, S107) tells us, “cannot
arise in an open structure” because it is only in closed
networks that interactions are structured in ways that
“bring an individual face to face with the same individ-
ual over a whole sequence of interactions” (Coleman
1990b, 254).A closed network incentivizes reputational
considerations by facilitating the repeated interactions
upon which reputation depends (Kanagaretnam et al.
2010;Molm, Takahashi, and Peterson 2000). In a closed
network—one in which repeated encounters are more
likely—it is more important that one maintains a trust-
worthy reputation. This is, in part, because there are a
limited number of “nodes,” which means you are more
likely to interact with others. But a closed network also
facilitates more effective information spread, so that
word of “bad behavior” can move quickly among
members of the network—even if they are not engaged
directly.

Possibility for Reintegration

While recognition and reputational considerations are
necessary for public shaming to effectively sanction
social norms, they are not sufficient to ensure that

FIGURE 1. Network Without (A) and With
(B) Closure

Source: Image reproducedwith permission fromColeman (1988).

3 Closed networks are not necessarily inclusive or democratic ones.
Very closed networks can lead to a stifling homogeneity of norms that
may ormay not be normatively supported by all members—even if all

members performatively submit to them.While the “proper” balance
of network openness and closure required for a specifically demo-
cratic community falls outside the scope of this article, it remains a
salient concern.
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shaming will operate in a productive way—as a form of
integrative social control—rather than exhibit pathol-
ogies of stigmatization or harassment. For public sham-
ing to effectively sanction behavior, scholars argue, it
must occur in a context where there is the possibility of
reintegration (Chen 2002; Schaible and Hughes 2011).
There must be opportunities for the shamed to atone
for their violation and be accepted back into the com-
munity “through words or gestures of forgiveness or
ceremonies to decertify the offender as deviant”
(Braithwaite 1989, 100–1). Absent the possibility for
reintegration, shaming becomes a “disintegrative” pro-
cess in which “no effort is made to reconcile the
offender with the community” (Braithwaite 1989,
101)—in other words, shaming becomes exile.
In order for reintegration to take place, however,

theremust be something to reintegrate in to; this is why,
Braithwaite (1989) argues, reintegrative shaming must
take place within a community with high interdepen-
dency. Thus, Massaro (1991) agrees, shaming sanctions
tend to “work best within relatively bounded, close-knit
communities, whose members ‘don’t mind their own
business’ and who rely on each other” (1916). In this
kind of interdependent environment, it is easier for
targets of shaming to identify both who and what must
be satisfied for reintegration to take place. Absent clear
criteria for apology and atonement, the shaming will
likely result in stigmatization. This possibility of rein-
tegration is a key component of public shaming’s effec-
tiveness as a mode of productive sanctioning; caring
about one’s reputation is futile, after all, if there is no
hope of recovering it.
This, too, is influenced by network structure. A

closed network—one in which, recall, members are
more likely to recognize shared norms—is one in which
the shamed is more likely to understand how to rein-
tegrate precisely because of those shared norms. In an
open network, these conditions are less well-defined.
Because open networks have fewer ties—with fewer
repeated encounters and lines of communication—
between their members, it is more difficult for targets
of shaming to reintegrate; rather than facilitate the kind
of community knowledge that makes reintegration
possible, open networks instead incentivize members
to “squeeze the identities of offenders into crude mas-
ter categories of deviance” (Braithwaite 1989, 97). In
an open network structure, because members have
relatively little interaction with one another, it is more
difficult for targets of shaming to know precisely how to
atone and recover their reputation. Instead, the pub-
licly shamed remain stigmatized as deviant, inviting
precisely the kind of pathological behavior often asso-
ciated with OPS.

Designing for Closed Networks

For public shaming to be effective, as we have seen, it
must occur within a social context that facilitates rec-
ognition of shared norms, reputational considerations,
and the possibility for reintegration—the conditions
that help make shaming a productive and integrative
form of social control, rather than a pathological

punishment. Closed networks, as I have shown, con-
tribute to this difference in outcome. And we can
understand the dynamics of closed networks—how
they facilitate productive public shaming, as well as
how they are developed in the first place—by looking
at the example of the Quiet Car.

Quiet Cars are demarcated train cars on commuter
rail lines with strong norms of silence, intended to
provide quiet spaces to work or relax. Though there
are often signs demarcating theQuiet Car and outlining
its rules, formal enforcement is uneven, at best, since
conductors are not always present. Instead, the norm of
quietness is (famously) upheld by other passengers,
especially frequent riders, who have a vested interest
in making the commute a quiet one. By recognizing this
shared interest in a strong norm of quietness, the Quiet
Car riders also recognize the community’s shared
authority to sanction—by publicly “shushing,” if noth-
ing else—thosewho violate this norm (Gallagher 2014).
And, importantly, this sanctioning is aimed largely at
the act rather than the rider; once the shamed stops
being loud—often with a quick apology—they are
welcomed back into the Quiet Car community.

Yet not all train riders will feel the power of this
public “shushing” sanction. It is the car’s regular riders
who are more likely to want to maintain their reputa-
tion as norm-followers because they repeatedly
encounter one another by virtue of their shared com-
mute. “Tourists,” by contrast—or infrequent Quiet Car
passengers—may not develop the same reputational
considerations because this threat of repeated interac-
tion is minimal. For tourists, the network of the Quiet
Car is more open—they have no connections to other
riders beyond their single ride. While they may be
aware of norms of silence (Quiet Cars are often well-
signed!) and acknowledge other riders’ right to
“shush,” this public sanctionmay not have the intended
effect; because the reputational considerations are
lacking, tourists are just not as incentivized to care.

Public shaming is more likely to be successful within
the confines of the Quiet Car because of the closed
network that car engenders. And there are certain
environmental features of the Quiet Car which help
to facilitate this closed network. In contrast to the rest
of the train, the Quiet Car is set apart as a clearly
defined space; most who enter the Quiet Car do so
precisely because they share the norm of quietness that
visibly demarcates it. Moreover, by virtue of this buy-
in—and the regularity of commuting—riders in the
Quiet Car are more likely to encounter one another
repeatedly; because there is (usually) only one Quiet
Car, that space is the only option available for those
who value quietness. By providing a well-defined space
in which shared norms are clearly expressed and riders
can be socialized into them, then, the Quiet Car’s
environmental characteristics help to generate a more
closed network among its riders.

In digital environments, like those of social media,
these environmental characteristics can be harder to
replicate. Indeed, as Coleman (1993) warned, “[t]he
closure of social networks has been destroyed by the
technological changes that have expanded social circles

Social Media, Social Control, and Public Shaming
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and erased the geographic constraint on social
relations” (9). But this loss, Coleman continues, “is
correctable in society through the explicit design of
institutions” (Coleman 1993, 10). In addressing the
problems of OPS, then, the challenge we face is partly
one of thoughtful and intentional design choices: to
facilitate productive OPS, we must design systems with
“sufficient closure and continuity” (Coleman 1993, 12).
Analyzing the dynamics of OPS on different social
media platforms can help us understand how to do
just that.

“MOSTLY AN EXAMPLE OF TWITTER RUN
AMOK”4

Echoing Coleman’s warnings, many scholars point to
the ways that social media’s affordances—including
increased speed, scale, and surveillance capacity, as
well as individual “disinhibition” facilitated by ano-
nymity (Ge 2020)—are altering the who and the how
of public shaming. OPS often follows a familiar pattern:
someone’s “bad” behavior is uploaded to social media
—usually Twitter—where it begins to circulate. Aided
by high-follower accounts who retweet it and hashtags
that begin to “trend,” the person’s behavior becomes
the subject of intense scrutiny. As part of this process,
many times users will “dox” the target of shaming,
calling for “real world” punishments by revealing per-
sonal information—like the target’s name, location,
and employer—often drawn from other public social
media accounts. The result, as many have argued, is a
full-scale mobbing that destroys lives and often leaves
the targets depressed, resentful, and bewildered
(Ronson 2015).
And, critics argue, this is to be expected. With social

media, more “individuals [are] now armed with an
unparalleled ability to watch, evaluate, and reprimand
other people on the internet for supposed deviances
from social norms” (Muir, Roberts, and Sheridan 2021,
1). And our actions can linger, as videos circulate and
recirculate. By transforming the scale of public shaming
(Frye 2022), scholars agree that digital technologies—
and social media in particular—turned a perhaps-once-
productive practice of social sanction into a kind of
pathological “norm enforcement that is indeterminate,
uncalibrated, and often tips into behavior punishable in
its own right” (Klonick 2019, 1032).
This concern is not unfounded. Recent work con-

firms that OPS events, thoughmost often characterized
by jokes and judgments, also often include personal
abuse, insults, and slurs (Basak et al. 2019).And there is
clear evidence that women and people of color are
more likely to be targets of online harassment and
threats (Sobieraj 2020). Yet making proclamations
about OPS based solely on this dimension risks over-
generalizing. For one, it overlooks themyriadways that
many social media users deploy public shaming as an

ordered, reintegrative, and ultimately productive form
of social sanction (Clark 2020). Indeed, early platforms
like Cyberworlds and eBay operated with robust and
effective mechanisms of public shaming as a tool of
social control (Williams 2006). And there are contem-
porary large-scale online platforms, like Threadless
(with around three million monthly active users), that
utilize sanctioning practices like public shaming as a
productive form of social accountability—without a
negative shift into harassment and threats (Bauer,
Franke, and Tuertscher 2016).5

Attending to network structure’s role in facilitating
the conditions required for productive public shaming
can help account for these differences between cases of
OPS. We know that certain social contexts make effec-
tive public shaming more likely. And we know that
closed network structures—like the kind often facili-
tated by well-defined offline spaces like Quiet Cars—
help to create these contexts. But the same design
characteristics that mark these offline spaces can also
be present in online environments as well.

In this section, I compare the design of two major
social media platforms to show how they facilitate
different network structures among users, with impor-
tant consequences for how OPS plays out.6 Twitter, for
example, is characterized by a more open network
among users that incentivizes pathological OPS on
the platform. By contrast, Wikipedia facilitates a com-
munity characterized by a more closed network that
makes OPS a viable mechanism of productive social
norm enforcement. By examining the design elements
that influence these platforms’ network structures, we
can better identify how, why, and under what condi-
tions OPS may work effectively as a mode of social
sanctioning and when it is likely to devolve instead into
harassment, bullying, and threats.

Twitter

Twitter is designed to prioritize individual connections.
Unlike Facebook, on which “Friendships” must be
reciprocated, Twitter’s user relationships are often
asymmetrical. Users can opt to “follow” those users
whose tweets they wish to see regularly; there is no
obligation, however, that anyone will “follow back.”
And they largely do not (Smith et al. 2014). Instead,

4
“Like almost all examples of cancel culture run amok, it’s mostly an

example of Twitter run amok” (St. James 2021).

5 Though these platforms are smaller than Twitter, there does not
seem to be a meaningful difference in scale between two or three
million and 300 million users—all would seem to incentivize the
pathologies Frye and Klonick identify. There is, however, a differ-
ence in publicity—the likelihood of Twitter shamings going “viral” is
significantly higher. But this is, I argue, an example of Twitter’s
(open) network interacting with other (open) networks (e.g., the
media) which further opens it (whereas Threadless is more likely to
remain closed and isolated). I take up the question of intersecting
networks and OPS “escaping” below.
6 I follow McCay-Peet and Quan-Haase’s (2017, 17) definition of
social media as web-based services through which individuals and
groups interact and create, share, and otherwise engage with user-
generated content. As such, all three platforms under study here—
Twitter, Wikipedia, and Reddit—are properly understood as social
media.
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Twitter tends to facilitate a more hierarchical network
structure, characterized by high-follower “hubs” with
many spokes but few connections between them
(Himelboim et al. 2017; see Figure 2).7 And Twitter
has, over time,made changes to its user experience, like
introducing a sorting algorithm, which likely work to
further cluster users around high-profile accounts,
exacerbating this asymmetrical effect (Oremus 2017).8
By encouraging “the formation and maintenance of
looser, distal ties, or a mix of close and loose ties
wherein reciprocity is more arbitrary” (Shane-Simpson
et al. 2018, 285), Twitter connects users in an open
network structure. And this open network structure is
why, I argue, OPS on Twitter is more likely to exhibit
the pathologies scholars describe.9
Because the network is largely open, Twitter users

are generally unable to identify shared norms; there is
also no recognition of a collective authority to sanction
those norms.10 Instead of a community, Twitter is
better understood as an aggregation of individuals

who may be talking about the same thing.11 For the
same reasons, targets of Twitter shamings are unlikely
to develop the reputational considerations required for
productive shaming. With little sense they will encoun-
ter one another again—or even that they share network
connections—there are few reasons for Twitter users,
as such, to care about others’ opinions of them. Finally,
even if targets of Twitter shamings dowant to atone for
their misbehavior, there is no clear mechanism for this
kind of reintegration. Targets of Twitter shamings
cannot be reintegrated into a community if that com-
munity does not exist.

Consider the case of Amy Cooper—a typical exam-
ple of how OPS unfolds on Twitter. In May 2020,
Cooper (the “Central Park Karen”) was publicly
shamed on Twitter for calling the police on Christian
Cooper, a Black birdwatcher who confronted her about
her off-leash dog in Central Park’s Bramble. But rather
than a coordinated, collective rebuke of a clearly
defined norm violation against a recognizable commu-
nity, Cooper’s shaming overwhelmingly consisted of a
series of individual responses, eachwith their own focus
and tenor; there was disagreement among Twitter users
over precisely what norms Cooper violated or what, if
anything, she could do to atone.

Moreover, Twitter’s open network structure meant
that Cooper had fewer reputational considerations that

FIGURE 2. The Six Structures of Twitter Conversation Networks

Note: Of the six most common conversation networks on Twitter, only one (“Tight Crowd”) is characterized by the high interconnectedness
of a closed network. Tight crowds are often associated with conference hashtags and other offline communities. By contrast, the other
common conversation patterns are more characteristic of open networks, with fewer overlapping connections between users. Image
reproduced with permission from Smith et al. (2014).

7 This differs by country (Poblete et al. 2011).
8 This has likely changed yet again under Twitter’s new ownership;
this article’s analysis was conducted prior to Elon Musk’s takeover,
though I suspect changes introduced by the new regime have further
opened Twitter’s—now X’s—network.
9 Forming more closed networks on Twitter is difficult but not
impossible. Black Twitter is an example of a more closed network
that effectively uses social sanctioning like OPS (Clark 2020).
10 While there are ways that individual users can signal disapproval
(like reporting tweets), there is no clear collective understanding of
what, for example, constitutes a “reportable” tweet. This means that

sanctioning on Twitter is often an aggregation of individual opinions
rather than a clear collective statement.
11 Though see Norlock (2017).
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would lead her to take the reputational threat of public
shaming on Twitter to heart. The consequences she did
face—like a loss of employment—were not primarily
the reputational sanctions of public shaming, but rather
the more severe, and tangible, punishments of material
losses.Moreover, these punishments lacked any kind of
reintegrative function. And this, again, is to be
expected. Those entities that did the punishing, such
as her employer, were not necessarily part of the same
network—or at least were not recognized as such—as
those shaming Cooper on Twitter. Just as there was
disagreement over what norms Cooper violated, it was
also not clear what community she needed to reinte-
grate into or how to go about doing so. We should
therefore not be surprised that the shaming was not
only ineffective as a form of sanction—in May 2021,
Cooper sued her employer, invoking the same racist
dog-whistling she was shamed for a year prior12—but
that it also developed the pathologies of disproportion-
ate harassment that scholars of OPS warn of.
While scale certainly contributes to the pathologies

of OPS on Twitter—the aggregation of thousands of
retweets, likes, and comments can itself be overwhelm-
ing (Bloom and Jordan 2018)—it cannot fully account
for what went wrong in Cooper’s case and others like
it. The problem is not simply that many people are
involved in sanctioning; it is also that the sanctioning
lacks direction. Twitter’s open network structure facil-
itates conditions under which targets of shaming face
discordant, vague criticisms from random strangers,
rather than a coordinated, specific sanctioning by
authoritative members of a recognized community.
But the same is not necessarily true of all social media
platforms. Indeed, as I show below, there are instances
of OPS on other platforms that, unlike Twitter sham-
ings, work effectively as a form of social sanction. These
other platforms—notably,Wikipedia andReddit—also
involve a large scale. Yet they have effectively wielded
OPS as a tool of social control to build longstanding
communities online. Attending to the role of network
structure, I argue, can help explain why.

Wikipedia

First organized in 2001, Wikipedia is (in)famous as the
“free encyclopedia” that anyone can edit. Despite this
lack of gatekeeping, Wikipedia has become an invalu-
able source of human knowledge. As of 2022, the site
boasts more than 58 million articles in over 300 lan-
guages; the English version alone has over 6.4 million
articles (Wikipedia:About 2022). While the platform
has faced serious criticism regarding its lack of diversity
—of both editors and articles (Ford and Wajcman
2017)—it nevertheless hosts over 130,000 active con-
tributors (self-titled “Wikipedians” or “editors”) who
not only produce a high-quality public good (The

Economist 2021) but also serve as “a model for many
forms of social endeavor online” (Cooke 2020).

As perhaps the most ambitious and successful col-
laborative project on the internet, scholars have spent
considerable time and effort to understand how pre-
cisely Wikipedians are able to maintain such high
standards of quality in an environment with little for-
mal authority and the possibility that anyone—even
trolls—can contribute.13 Scholars have shown, for
example, the importance of diverse contributors and
role diversification (Welser et al. 2011) and have exam-
ined the patterns of communication and collaboration
between editors (Rychwalska et al. 2021). But, as is the
case for many online communities, the main driver of
order on Wikipedia is the existence, and enforcement,
of social norms (Goldspink 2010, 654).

While Wikipedia has gradually developed more
“bureaucratic rules” and “standardized and transpar-
ent procedures” to govern disputes (Rijshouwer, Uiter-
mark, and Koster 2021, 14), the majority of sanctioning
on the platform remains informal—editors sanction
other editors, thereby socializing them into the com-
munity’s norms (Morgan and Filippova 2018). In per-
haps the most visible rebuke of one’s editing behavior,
an editor’s changes to an article might be “reverted”—
meaning they are removed from the article entirely,
indicating they do not meet the community’s norms of
quality. These public, yet informal, social sanctioning
mechanisms work precisely because Wikipedia pro-
vides the social conditions required for sanctions like
public shaming to be an effective form of social control.

For one, Wikipedia hosts a well-defined community,
with a set of clear norms—like the “neutral point of
view”—widely distributed among community mem-
bers; editors likewise recognize the community’s
authority to sanction editors who violate those norms
(Piskorski and Gorbatâi 2017). And these sanctioning
practices are effective, in part, because editors care
about their reputations in the community. As Wikipe-
dia itself makes clear, the “community is founded on
individual reputation and trust” (Wikipedia:Expecta-
tions and Norms of the Wikipedia Community 2022).
The importance of one’s reputation is therefore para-
mount: “Past behavior, recorded in each editor’s con-
tribution history,” continues the Expectations page,
“may be a factor in community discussions related to
sought positions of trust or potential sanctions.” Edi-
tors therefore have good reason to maintain their
standing in the community; their ongoing ability to
contribute to the project depends on it.

But sanctioning onWikipedia need not destroy one’s
reputation. Though sanctions like reverts are public,
they are also understood as a rebuke of the editor’s
actions, not the offending editor as such. Editors can
explain their edits on the article “Talk” pages, where
they become the subject of discussion or justification
with other community members. Simply having one’s
edits reverted is thus not cause for stigmatization—

12 Cooper’s lawsuit alleged, in part, that she did not call the police
“because she is a racist—she did these things because shewas alone in
the park and frightened to death after being selected as the next
target of Christian Cooper” (Lewis 2021).

13 Notably, most research on Wikipedia is focused only on the
English version (Bipat, McDonald, and Zachry 2018).
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though such ostracism may occur if an editor fails to
acknowledge the public sanction and atone for their
bad behavior and instead engages in a “revert war”
whereby they continue readding the deleted material.
Wikipedia exhibits these social conditions that con-

tribute to productive shaming, in part, because of the
community’s social network structure. While Twitter
facilitates a more open network among its users, Wiki-
pedia cultivates amore closed network. And this is due,
at least in part, to the way the platform is designed.
Unlike on Twitter, Wikipedia users engage with one
another in discrete spaces— for example, article Talk
pages, the Teahouse, and WikiProjects.14 Moreover,
individual editors often work on a subset of articles,
where they encounter one another repeatedly. The
individual article pages work like the space of theQuiet
Car; within them, editors tend to form closer, reciprocal
relationships with one another (Lerner and Lomi 2020)
and these Wikipedians, with more reciprocal ties, are
more likely to enforce norms and less likely to violate
them (Piskorski and Gorbatâi 2017).
Because Wikipedia is organized around durable,

bounded spaces like Talk pages, editors canmore easily
identify agreed-upon social norms and recognize
others’ authority to sanction violations of them. The
repeated encounters such spaces engender—and the
community they generate—make editors’ reputational
considerations salient. And these clear norms and com-
munity attachments also give norm violators a sense of
how to properly atone once sanctioned, directing them
how to reintegrate and regain standing within that
community. The result is a large-scale social media
platform on which public sanctioning practices serve
as a productive mechanism of social control.

COMPLICATING NETWORK STRUCTURE:
THE CASE OF REDDIT

As a clearly defined collaborative endeavor where
editors are coproducers of a tangible product, Wikipe-
dia is unusual among online communities. But despite
its idiosyncrasies, Wikipedia is not alone in its success-
ful use of OPS. As we saw in the introduction, Reddit
also hosted a productive shaming of european_douche-
bag—at least initially. After posting a photo of a Sikh
woman to r/funny, european_douchebag was shamed
by his fellow Redditors. He soon apologized and the
matter was seemingly resolved until he explained, one
day later, that he was deleting his account due to
receiving relentless harassment. Returning to this
example, using the lens of network structure developed
above, not only shows how Reddit’s design can help
facilitate productive OPS, but also reveals additional
nuances in cases of OPS overlooked by a singular
emphasis on scale.

Revisiting European_douchebag

Compare the cases of Amy Cooper and european_-
douchebag: both involved individual norm violations
that resulted in shaming on two large-scale social media
platforms and ultimately made national news. But the
social contexts of the two shamings varied consider-
ably. Unlike Amy Cooper, who was shamed in Twit-
ter’s open network, european_douchebag’s shaming
occurred on Reddit. Reddit is a popular social media
platform that hosts over 330 million monthly active
users in around 140,000 subreddits, which are orga-
nized around a variety of user-driven interests and
often support all kinds of collective action (Flores-
Saviaga, Keegan, and Savage 2018; Matias 2016; Mills
and Fish 2015; Tiffany 2020).

Reddit’s subreddit structure facilitates more closed
networks among users (Choi et al. 2015). Like Wikipe-
dia’s Talk pages, Reddit’s subreddits are discrete
spaces that house clearly defined communities. Upon
entering a subreddit, the group’s shared norms are
clear; engagements with otherRedditors happenwithin
this collective context. As a result, the subreddit design
encourages users to recognize their membership in a
community with shared norms and the authority to
sanction them; moreover, they facilitate the repeated
interactions that make reputation meaningful. This
social context means that Redditors can, and do, use
public shaming productively as a tool of social control,
even in large-scale digital environments withmillions of
users. And we can see the effects of Reddit’s closed
network context in european_douchebag’s shaming.

In r/funny, european_douchebag was shamed by a
cohesive community with clearly shared norms and of
which he was a member. And this shaped his response.
Throughout his comments, european_douchebag not
only identifies how he violated the specific shared
norms of r/funny, but also recognizes his fellow Reddi-
tors’ authority to sanction his actions. As part of his
apology, he acknowledges that

r/Funny wasn’t the proper place to post this. Maybe
r/racism or r/douchebagsofreddit or r/intolerance would
have been more appropriate…I’m sorry for being the part
of reddit that is intolerant and douchebaggy. This isn’t
4chan, or 9gag, or some other stupid website where people
post things like I did. It’s fucking reddit… So reddit I’m
sorry for being an asshole and for giving you negative
publicity. (european_douchebag 2012a)

In this apology, european_douchebag is drawing on the
specific expectations of Reddit—and r/funny in particu-
lar—in framing his response. Contrast this with Cooper’s
apology to Christian Cooper and “everyone who’s seen
that video, everyone that’s been offended… everyone
who thinks of me in a lower light and I understand why
they do” (Price, Beckford, and Intarasuwan 2020).
Where european_douchebag explicitly identifies both
the norms he violated (of anti-racism, tolerance, and
anti-“douchebaggery”) and the community he is apolo-
gizing too (Reddit and r/funny), Cooper’s apology lacks
this specificity. Further, european_douchebag concludes
his apology by reiterating his commitment to Reddit’s

14
“Talk” pages are spaces where editors can discuss changes to a

given article, the Teahouse is for new editors to become socialized
into the project, and “WikiProjects” are pages where groups of
editors collaborate on a specific topic.
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norms, noting that “Just because you’re anonymous
doesn’t mean you can be an asshole” (european_dou-
chebag 2012a). Later, he downplays the significance of
the apology, claiming “I don’t think I did anything
special, it was just an apology,” indicating that he does
not see this atoning as taking extraordinary measure, but
rather simplymeeting the expectations of his community.
If his apology signals shared expectations around

r/funny’s norms, european_douchebag’s posts also
reveal the reputational considerations that make OPS
an effective form of social sanctioning. In his apology,
he notes that he made the original post “for stupid
internet points” (european_douchebag 2012a).15 And,
as the shaming began, he responded at one point by
sharing his hopes that “you guys [the other Redditors]
won’t remember me as ‘that douchebag that posted the
picture of the Sikh girl!’” In both cases, we see evidence
that european_douchebag cared what his fellow Red-
ditors thought of him and attempted to behave in a
manner that would be viewed favorably—though he
obviously misjudged this initially.
Finally, other Redditors’ comments signal the possi-

bility for european_douchebag’s reintegration,
post-shaming. While there are plenty who remained
skeptical of his changed heart, the comments on eur-
opean_douchebag’s apology post largely commended
him for apologizing. Notably, even the skeptics
acknowledged the power of OPS in changing Reddi-
tors’ behavior; their skepticism was not about whether
european_douchebag atoned for his violation, but
rather his motive for doing so. One asked, rhetorically,
“You think he would have even considered apologizing
if this had not blown up? Ridiculous.” Another simply
acknowledged that “Reddit is full of assholes until they
get called out.” Here, we see that even those who
viewed european_douchebag’s response less charitably
nevertheless recognized the power of public shaming in
bringing about his public apology.16 In this example,
then, we see european_douchebag’s shaming play out
in a specific context that contributed to itsmore positive
outcome—the network structure of r/funny was more
closed than that of Twitter, making it easier for eur-
opean_douchebag to contextualize his shaming and
respond productively.
But, of course, though european_douchebag’s sham-

ing might have begun as an example of productive OPS
—in that he acknowledged his norm violation, apolo-
gized, and was welcomed back into the community
after atoning—it did not end that way. One day after
apologizing and receiving a positive response from
r/funny, european_douchebag deleted his account cit-
ing relentless harassment by Redditors and media
alike. But while this deletion may seem to confirm
critics’ claims regarding the pathologies of large-scale
OPS, a closer look at the circumstances surrounding

european_douchebag’s shaming uncovers more com-
plex dynamics.

Beyond Open and Closed

The example of european_douchebag suggests how
more closed networks—like the r/funny subreddit—
can help mitigate some of the pathologies associated
with large-scale OPS. But it also highlights the ways
that digital technologies often facilitate network struc-
tures that transcend a simple distinction between open
and closed in ways that further complicate the dynam-
ics of OPS. As we saw, while european_douchebag
eventually deleted his account, citing common OPS
pathologies, prior to that he had a seemingly produc-
tive shaming experience—one that resulted in his own
change of heart as well as reinforced the norms of
r/funny. Examining this case through the lens of net-
work structure can help us to untangle some of this
seeming contradiction by revealing nuances to OPS
that cannot be captured when focusing on scale alone.

For one, the case of european_douchebag shows how
easily OPS can move between networks, with different
effects. Crucially, while european_douchebag’s sham-
ing initially occurred within the relatively closed net-
work of r/funny, it did not remain contained to this
original context. Rather, the shaming “escaped” when
the incident was publicized by national news media like
HuffPo and CNN, as well as covered on other subred-
dits like r/goldredditsays, r/feminism, and r/default-
gems (each with thousands of members). The result
was that european_douchebag was soon subject to
shaming in many different contexts: not only in the
more closed network of r/funny, but also in the more
open networks of Reddit and the media. And, as might
be expected, once the shaming escaped its original
closed network of r/funny, it also became less produc-
tive and more pathological.17

But in demonstrating the ease with which OPS can
“escape” specific networks online, the european_dou-
chebag example also shows how the structures of inter-
action on social media platforms resist easy
classification into open versus closed networks. As I
have argued, r/funny is a more closed network from the
perspective of its members, especially compared to
Twitter. But it is, importantly, not hermetically
sealed.18 As a page that everyone can visit, content
on r/funny is accessible to “lurkers.” Anyone can read
the exchanges in r/funny without participating in them
or even being visible to the actual members of that
subreddit. This can, in part, explain the trajectory of
european_douchebag’s shaming; it was nonmember

15 Here, european_douchebag may be referencing Reddit’s “karma”
system. Redditors gain karma when their content is upvoted; they
lose karma when content is downvoted. Users’ karma is displayed on
one’s profile, which gives a sense of their reputation on the site.
16 European_douchebag also clarified that he apologized privately to
the woman photographed.

17 European_douchebag seems to have noted this. In his “goodbye”
message, he writes specifically to the media and other Redditors,
identifying them as the source of the relentless messaging he
received.
18 This is not unique to social media; even the closed networks
Coleman (1988) referenced—like Catholic schools or the NYC
wholesale diamond industry—were observable to outsiders. But
social media makes this outside observation easier, faster, and less
traceable.
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observers—like journalists—who moved the shaming
from a single closed network into multiple more open
ones as they publicized the story more widely. Rather
than retain the specificity of the r/funny context, this
move meant that european_douchebag’s behavior was
soon subject to scrutiny from vaguely defined “publics”
he did not have the same relationship with—a situation
more like Cooper’s on Twitter. And this was made
possible, in part, because the initial shaming that took
place within r/funny’s closed network was visible to
people outside of it.
Network structure can thus help explain the apparent

contradiction in european_douchebag’s OPS experi-
ence; his shaming was both productive and pathological
because it occurred in different kinds of networks
almost simultaneously. On the one hand, european_-
douchebag could easily contextualize his initial sham-
ing and respond to the rebuke from r/funny members
for what it was—a collective sanctioning for violating a
shared community norm. On the other hand, eur-
opean_douchebag’s experience of OPS also devolved
when nonmember observers moved it from the more
closed context of r/funny into themore open network of
mass media and Reddit more generally.19 The result is
that european_douchebag was subject to OPS pathol-
ogies like harassment and harm just as others, like
Cooper, were.
But, crucially—unlike Cooper and others—eur-

opean_douchebag also continued to describe his expe-
rience of public shaming as positive and transformative,
even after experiencing its pathologies. Recall that,
after deciding to delete his account, european_douche-
bag felt obligated to explain that decision to the r/funny
community; even then, he insisted that the experience
was positive and that “My apology to [the woman
photographed] was sincere. People can say what they
want but inmy heart and hopefully hers, it was sincere.”
By attending to the network structures involved, we can
better understand why european_douchebag had such
a different reaction to his shaming, even though he
cited an OPS experience characterized by certain
pathologies—like receiving death threats and relentless
reminders of his mistake—similar to Cooper’s. The
original context of r/funny’s more closed network
helped ensure that european_douchebag’s shaming
remained, at least in part, productive.

Naming and Shaming

Of course, european_douchebag—unlike Cooper—
was also able to mitigate many of the harms associated
with pathological OPS simply by deleting his Reddit
account. Some—including european_douchebag

himself20—may thus attribute these differences in
outcome to the use of Amy Cooper’s “real” name
versus european_douchebag’s Reddit-specific pseu-
donym. Because european_douchebag could eventu-
ally discard his online identity, so this argument goes,
he may not have experienced the pathologies of OPS
as powerfully as Cooper did. There may be some truth
to this claim—but it, too, is influenced by network
structure.

The reputational costs of being shamed with one’s
legal identity—the costs european_douchebag was
able to avoid by deleting his account—are, scholars
have argued, only significant insofar as they reflect our
embeddedness within networks of people whose opin-
ions matter to us (boyd 2012; Forestal 2017). Because
european_douchebag used a unique pseudonym, his
reputational considerations were contained within the
relatively closed network of the Reddit platform; only
within that specific community did his name have
meaning. This is not to say european_douchebag’s
use of a pseudonym negated the reputational consid-
erations at stake in public shaming; as we saw, there is
strong evidence that european_douchebag cared
deeply about how other Redditors perceived him.
But the use of a pseudonym didmean that european_-
douchebag was able to manage his networks and keep
them separate. His behavior—and the resulting repu-
tation—on Reddit could be contained to that context
without necessarily impacting other spheres, like eur-
opean_douchebag’s home or workplace, where his
legal identity was used instead. Moreover, when the
shaming did “escape”—as it did when the news of his
shaming spread—he was able to manage the conse-
quences by deleting his account.

Cooper, by contrast, was shamed using her legal
identity. Because one’s legal name usually has meaning
within many different networks—among them, family,
friends, and workplaces—the use of Cooper’s legal
name made it more likely that her reputational consid-
erations would expand beyond a single network with-
out recourse.21 In effect, shaming Cooper with her legal
identity led to a type of unintentional context collapse
that Davis and Jurgenson (2014) call “context
collision.” Ultimately, being shamed with her legal
identity meant Cooper’s shaming could more easily
“escape” beyond Twitter into her personal and profes-
sional lives. The use of Cooper’s legal name, then,
rather than meaningful in itself, was significant because
it left her no way to contain her shaming to the relevant
community—a community that did not exist in the first
place because she was originally shamed in Twitter’s

19 Crucially, not all trans-contextual shaming is necessarily problem-
atic. Imagine a case where shaming moves from one closed network
to another larger-scale one: a political scientist shamed within their
department, whose shaming “escapes” into thewider political science
discipline may not experience the same pathologies as european_-
douchebag—because both the department and discipline are rela-
tively closed networks.

20 In his goodbye message, he wrote “Thank goodness this place is
anonymous so it’ll [the harassment] hopefully be done when I delete
this account.”
21 Notably, the use of legal identities does not always have this effect.
Consider other cases where people were shamed with their legal
names—like Andrew Ferreira or Mike Daisey—but do not seem to
have suffered the same reputational damage as Cooper (Ronson
2015). I argue this is due in part to the fact that their shamings were
contained within specific closed networks, beyond which their name
and norm violation carried little meaning.
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open network.22 While naming conventions certainly
contributed to the differences between Amy Cooper
and europrean_douchebag’s shamings, then, they can-
not fully account for these differences. Instead, by
attending to the ways that names—like scale—are
mediated by network structure, we can better under-
stand the complexities of OPS as they unfold.

SOCIAL MEDIA AND SOCIAL CONTROL

OPS is a concern for those invested in ensuring the
internet is safe and welcoming for all. As a result,
scholars have suggested strategies for mitigating the
pathologies of OPS—solutions that largely center on
adopting new social norms, whether around the appro-
priate scale of public shaming (Frye 2022) or “about the
use of the Internet” more generally (Billingham and
Parr 2020a, 1011). As I argue, however, the kind of
social norm creation and enforcement these scholars
appeal to is more effective within a specific network
structure. Inmore closed networks, like those of Reddit
and Wikipedia, it is easier for members to agree upon
shared norms and accept sanctioning to enforce them.
In more open networks, like that of Twitter, it is less
likely members will share norms or recognize others’
authority to sanction them. And yet these distinctions
are not binary, as online behavior can easily spread
from one network into others, complicating this open/
closed dichotomy.Aswework to reshape online behav-
ior around the use of OPS, then, our goal should be to
develop norms and enforcement practices that are
responsive to these structural distinctions. To that
end, widening our focus from scale to network structure
not only helps to explain some seeming contradictions
in different cases of OPS, but also opens several new
possibilities for future research to help mitigate its
pathologies.
One such area of investigation is that of enforcement

practices. We know that platforms with more closed
networks, like Reddit, have successfully established
norms—for example, against doxxing and harassment
(Fiesler et al. 2018)—that scholars argue will help
protect against OPS harms (Billingham and Parr
2020a). These norms are most often enforced actively,
by user-moderators empowered to punish by banning
or blocking members and removing content. But we
have also seen successful instances of passive enforce-
ment, in which shared norms are made explicit through
regular, visible reminders that nevertheless increase
norm compliance among users (Matias 2019). What
remains to be seen, however, is whether these same
kinds of enforcement practices are as effective in more
open networks. Indeed, the kind of platform-
sanctioned, community-led active moderation we see

on Reddit and Wikipedia may not be feasible on Twit-
ter, where the community is less well-defined (if not
nonexistent); instead, “top-down” corporate modera-
tion may be the most effective, though imperfect,
means of active enforcement. At the same time, there
is some evidence that simply “nudging”Twitter users to
abide by norms against, for example, offensive speech
can be effective at shifting behavior (Katsaros, Yang,
and Fratamico 2022). It is possible, then, that this more
passive intervention—one that reminds users of shared
norms and helps them conceptualize their role in a
larger community—might work to help mitigate some
pathologies of OPS, even in open networks. But more
research is required to determine precisely which
enforcement practices are best suited to what network
structures.

In studying norm enforcement practices, scholars
should also attend to the fact that network structure
can be characterized along several dimensions, many of
which are likely to affect OPS outcomes. In this article,
I have argued that network transitivity, or the degree of
closure, is one aspect of network structure to which we
should attend. But it is not the only one. Future
research might also focus on the network’s degree of
homophily, or similarity between actors; it is plausible
that open, yet homophilic networks are able to over-
come incentives to pathologize OPS. Or scholars might
investigate the multiplexity of networks, as networks
with higher degrees of multiplexity—or overlapping
network contexts (e.g., people connected by both work
and family)—might also constrain behaviors in ways
that mitigate the pathologies of OPS, even if the net-
works themselves are more open. Finally, we might
study how OPS changes given actors’ positions within
the network (e.g., their centrality). More “central”
nodes in a network—those with more influence—may
be subject to greater scrutiny, due to their higher
visibility; on the other hand, their role in facilitating
the network may give them a “pass” on “bad” behavior
—only more research can tell.

Finally, in calling for more scholarly attention to the
role of network structure, I am notmaking the case that
structure alone determines OPS outcomes. With this in
mind, scholars interested in OPS should also consider
how the pathologizing incentives of open networks
might be mitigated by other factors—not just enforce-
ment practices, but also, as Jacquet (2015) suggests,
considerations such as the type of norm violation and
the magnitude of shaming’s benefits. There is good
reason to think, as I have argued, that these variables
intersect with network structure in ways that are mean-
ingful for shaping OPS outcomes. But more research is
required if we are to understand precisely how, so we
may best ensure that OPS works productively as a form
of democratic social control.
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